Servers - Bug #983
[bzr] add GNU Bazaar as for multimedia files
2016-04-11 11:58 PM - Anonymous

Status:

in progress

Priority:

feature

% Done:

90%

Assignee:
Category:
Description
full controls for multimedia projects (raw images, sounds and videos) that aren't text or codes.
add bazaar to separate partition (to multimedia partition only), see issue: #982
Note: I don't like SVN because are centralized only (bazaar is distributed and/or centralized revision control); I like to recommend to
better revision control for multimedia.
Related issues:
Related to Servers - Bug #1015: [mediagoblin] add GNU MediaGoblin

open

2016-05-23

History
#1 - 2016-04-12 12:27 AM - lukeshu
Is Bazaar actually better than git for this? I think the only real issue with git is that memory usage when adding large files is kinda crazy.
What about a MediaGoblin install? (I should have done the MediaGoblin new user testing at SpinachCon. Oh well (I spent all my time with
SandStorm)).
#2 - 2016-04-12 12:40 AM - Anonymous
lukeshu wrote:
Is Bazaar actually better than git for this? I think the only real issue with git is that memory usage when adding large files is kinda crazy.
1) Git's not centralized revision control, it is needed for some user that needs limited space for its hardware to edit any project, and Bazaar is
distributed and/or centralized.
2) Bazaar can create branch as folder and can delete deprecated branch to liberate space data.
What about a MediaGoblin install? (I should have done the MediaGoblin new user testing at SpinachCon. Oh well (I spent all my time with
SandStorm)).
MediaGoblin is the better option for hosting and sharing images, sounds and videos, but I need revision control for editing complex multimedia files
like: using several images, sounds and videos to build/render better video into in a source code.
#3 - 2016-05-11 04:12 PM - Anonymous
- Assignee set to Anonymous
- % Done changed from 0 to 90
- Status changed from open to in progress
#4 - 2016-05-23 07:39 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Bug #1015: [mediagoblin] add GNU MediaGoblin added
#5 - 2016-05-23 07:39 PM - Anonymous
- Subject changed from Add GNU Bazaar for Arts and Multimedia to [server] add GNU Bazaar for Arts and Multimedia
#6 - 2016-05-23 07:43 PM - Anonymous
- Subject changed from [server] add GNU Bazaar for Arts and Multimedia to [server] add GNU Bazaar as distributed and/or centralized revision control
for many forms of digital media
#7 - 2017-02-05 04:58 PM - lukeshu
- Subject changed from [server] add GNU Bazaar as distributed and/or centralized revision control for many forms of digital media to [bzr] add GNU
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